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Chapter 2241 

Looking at the psychic tree that was gradually drying up, the great protector 

seemed to understand! 

“Damn, this kid is actually absorbing the power of the psychic tree…” 

The Guardian knew that David was actually absorbing the strength of the 

entire psychic tree! 

You must know that this whole psychic tree is many times more powerful than 

the effect of the psychic fruit! 

“No, this guy must not break through any more…” The 

Great Protector shouted, and a black mist rose up around his body, wrapping 

himself tightly, and rushing directly towards the deep pit! 

Along the way, the leaves continued to fall, and then passed by the Great 

Protector, sparking a fire, but this did not stop the Great Protector’s footsteps! 

Liu Rui at this timeHe also seemed to see something, so he ignored the 

danger and rushed in with a long sword in hand. The leaves cut through 

wounds on Liu Rui’s body like a steel knife, but Liu Rui was not afraid at all! 

She needed to buy David some time, even if it was a minute and a second. 



The long sword in Liu Rui’s hand turned into a spirit snake and headed directly 

towards the Great Protector! 

But the Dafa protector didn’t even look at it, and just waved lightly with his 

hand, “Hmph, something beyond your control…” 

With this light wave, Liu Rui’s body flew upside down like a kite with a broken 

string. ! 

The strength gap is too great, Liu Rui has no way to stop the Great Protector, 

not even for a second! 

At the edge of the pit where the Great Protector came, he saw David sitting 

cross-legged in the deep pit, and the golden light on his body kept flashing. 

The Great Protector’s eyes were red, staring at David, shouting, “I won’t let you 

have a chance to come back…” 

After speaking, the Great Protector slapped the deep pit with a palm, a huge ‘s 

palm print appeared, surrounded by black mist, covering the entire area of the 

deep pit! 

Seeing that the palm was getting closer and closer, it immediately reached the 

top of David’s head, and David’s eyes suddenly opened! 

David’s skin turned golden yellow, and pieces of golden scales covered David’s 

body, accompanied by a long howl from David! 

A terrifying force emanated from David’s body, and quickly burst into the sky 

from the deep pit! 

The huge palm print of the great protector, under this power, was instantly 

dissipated by the impact! 



And David’s body slowly rose from the deep pit, and finally suspended in mid-

air, and behind David, the psychic tree that had long since withered, ignited a 

raging flame at this moment! 

In just a moment, the psychic tree was turned into ashes, an ancient divine 

tree, and now it has turned into nothingness… 

The Great Protector looked at David in mid-air, with a bit of surprise and shock 

in his eyes! 

He did not expect that David could easily pass through his palm print. 

At this moment, David’s eyes had an indifferent expression, and when he felt 

David’s gaze, the body of the Great Protector began to tremble involuntarily! 

A monstrous aura erupted from David’s body, and then David roared, and the 

golden light appeared on his body. 

Feeling David’s burst of breath, the Great Protector was stunned. This was the 

breath of the third-rank Martial God. He never thought that David would be 

promoted from the first-rank Martial God to the third-rank in a short period of 

time! 

But before the Great Protector could react, the breath in David’s body began 

to spread in all directions! 

Feeling the terrifying aura, the body of the Great Dharma Protector began to 

retreat continuously, and in the end, it was directly blown away by this 

terrifying aura! 

Upon seeing this, the Great Protector knew that David could not be allowed to 

go on like this, and he could only use his stunts! 

“Burning Heaven Palm…” The 



Great Protector let out a loud cry, and an overwhelming force of energy 

condensed in front of the Great Protector, and flames were burning all 

around! 

Seeing this, David snorted coldly, and then waved his hand! 
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A dazzling golden light instantly collided with the Great Protector’s Burning 

Heaven Palm, making an earth-shattering loud noise! 

The breath exploded, the space vibrated! 

The earth began to collapse continuously, and the surrounding stone walls 

were constantly flying with rocks! 

The ruins of the Narcissus Palace seem to be collapsing! 

The golden light that David swung out instantly penetrated the Burning 

Heaven Palm, and hit the great protector fiercely! 

The body of the great protector flew out instantly, and there was incredible in 

his eyes! 

Just when the great protector was still in a daze, David’s figure instantly 

reached the front of the great protector, and his speed was actually a little 

faster than that of the great protector! 

“This…” 

The Guardian didn’t respond, and was kicked out by David! 

boom………… 



The body of the great protector slammed into the stone wall, causing the rock 

to collapse, and the entire Narcissus Palace was about to be destroyed. 

The great protector suddenly spurted out a mouthful of blood, and the breath 

on his body began to wilt! 

David slowly walked towards the Great Protector, and the Great Protector’s 

face was extremely ugly! 

“David, if you let me go, I can give you a lot of resources…” The 

Great Protector is begging for mercy after David! 

“Hmph, you’re just a guardian of the Burning Heaven Sect, your leader didn’t 

say anything, you’re talking shit!” 

“However, the strength of your ninth-rank Martial God peak is the best 

resource for me! “ 

David grinned, he is confident that as long as he absorbs the strength of this 

great Dharma protector, he will definitely improve! 

When the Great Protector saw David like this, he would definitely not let 

himself go, so he narrowed his eyes slightly and said, “David, don’t think 

you’re going to kill me today, if I don’t have some means to save my life, how 

can I dare to be burned? Heavenly Sect’s protector!” 

After the great protector finished speaking, he suddenly took out a token from 

his body, and then crushed the token instantly! 

As the token was crushed, the space in front of the guardian began to become 

distorted, and the figure of the guardian became weaker and weaker! 

“Space magic, you want to escape…” 



David saw this, his body suddenly rushed forward, and then a huge palm 

grabbed towards the great protector! 

It’s a pity that David was still a step behind, the figure of the great guardian 

slowly disappeared, and David did not catch him! 

Seeing the great protector escape, David was very annoyed. He never thought 

that the great protector of the Burning Heaven Sect actually knew space 

magic! 

Just after the great protector escaped, the entire ruins of the Narcissus Palace 

began to tremble violently, and large stones fell one after another! 

“Miss Liu, let’s go…” 

Seeing this, David hurriedly took Liu Rui back along the original road. 

When David and the others came out of the Tiankeng, they found that the 

Tiankeng was covered with the bodies of many warriors! 

Most of these corpses came from outside the world of martial arts, but David 

didn’t find Jiang Wei and the others. He didn’t know whether these people 

were killed or escaped! 

“Mr. Chen, is there another hidden world sect in the Kunlun Mountains?” 

Liu Rui asked, looking at the corpses all over the ground. 

You must know that the people brought by Tong Youcai were basically killed 

by David. Now that so many outsiders have died, it should be done by other 

hidden world sects! 

“It should be, we have to be careful…” 

David told Liu Rui! 



But not long after the two of them left, they heard a fight, and David and Liu 

Rui followed the sound to find them! 

At this time, David discovered that there were five old men who were 

attacking Jiang Wei and others. These five old men were like wolves entering 

the flock. Jiang Wei and others, these outsiders, were only slaughtered! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

After seeing David, Jiang Wei, Hong Qianjiu and others hurriedly called for 

help! 

“Who are these people?” 

David frowned slightly and asked Liu Rui. 

These people are ruthless, killing people is like stepping on ants! 

“People from the Feixing faction, these are the five elders of the Feixing 

faction…” 

Liu Rui said following David. 

 


